83
We performed two additional simulations with only 10 ka obliquity or precession; the latter 84 is dominant in the hydrological response (not shown).
85
The prescribed SST simulations span 17 years, with averages taken over the last 16 years.
86
The slab ocean simulations span 40 years, with averages taken over the last 20 years. We fo-87 cus primarily on boreal summer (June, July, August, or JJA) mean results, since this spans the 88 period when the imposed insolation forcing is greatest in the tropics as well as the onset of 89 the modern West African monsoon season. We also briefly discuss the annual mean response.
90
Region-mean quantities were computed for the Sahel (land area within the domain 10 to 20 In both simulations with 10 ka orbital parameters, the precipitation over the Sahel in-97 creases, in some places on the order of 100% (Fig. 2a) 
113
In the prescribed SSTs case, the maximum cooling over the Sahel is between 1 and 2 K, and 114 in the slab ocean experiment, the Sahel cools by up to 7 K (Fig. 2b ). In the slab ocean sim- 
157
The vertical structure of ω varies more between regions than the MSE profile (Fig. 3) 
158
[c. with both ocean configurations (Fig. 3) , and is associated with an enhanced monsoon circu-163 lation that shifts precipitation from ocean to land (Fig. 2) .
164
-7- clockwise circulation that opposes the climatological overturning (Fig. 4) . This is consistent ciably, though it manages to achieve a similar AHT (Fig. 4) . Given that the Hadley circula- 
Total Gross Moist Stability

209
The total GMS is the efficiency of the export of energy by the total circulation, includ-210 ing the mean meridional circulation, stationary eddies, and transient eddies [Peters et al., 2008] .
211
In the 10 ka simulations the total GMS increases in the NH tropics with either ocean config-212 uration (Fig. 4) . In the slab ocean case, this more than compensates for the weakened over-213 turning strength, thus generating southward energy flux anomalies. In the fixed SSTs case, the 214 increase in total GMS is more modest, but is large enough to balance the energy perturbation,
215
since the Hadley circulation is unresponsive to the forcing absent SST gradient anomalies.
216
The total GMS increase is reflected in elevated equivalent potential temperature aloft, branch to that of the ascending region [Held, 2001] . In this framework, the total GMS is set 227 by the surface meridional MSE contrast across the latitudinal extent of the Hadley cell, and 228 would not be expected to change significantly in a climate with fixed SSTs. ports the latter, in that anomalous energy transports are not, as commonly assumed, generated 286 purely through changes in overturning strength and associated ITCZ shifts.
287
It is difficult to validate any simulated zonal mean precipitation response to orbital forc-288 ing based on available paleoclimate proxy records, due to ambiguity in whether these prox- SSTs) experiment is accompanied by an increase in the total GMS, and in the slab ocean ex-
298
periment by a weakening of the Hadley circulation in the hemisphere with a brighter summer.
299
The mechanisms we describe may provide a window into the varying hydrological responses 300 of coupled models to Holocene orbital forcing.
301
